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• Radial and azimuthal current densities exhibit local time asymmetries through-9
out the current disk.10
• Radial currents flow planetward in noon-dusk sectors and azimuthal currents are11
weakest through noon.12
• Downward field-aligned currents are identified in the noon-dusk magnetosphere.13
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Abstract14
We present an investigation into the currents within the Jovian magnetodisc using all15
available spacecraft magnetometer data up until 28th July, 2018. Using automated data16
analysis processes as well as the most recent intrinsic field and current disk geometry mod-17
els, a full local time coverage of the magnetodisc currents using 7382 lobe traversals over18
39 years is constructed. Our study demonstrates clear local time asymmetries in both19
the radial and azimuthal height integrated current densities throughout the current disk.20
Asymmetries persist within 30 RJ where most models assume axisymmetry. Inward ra-21
dial currents are found in the previously unmapped dusk and noon sectors. Azimuthal22
currents are found to be weaker in the dayside magnetosphere than the nightside, in agree-23
ment with global magnetohydrodynamic simulations. The divergence of the azimuthal24
and radial currents indicates that downward field aligned currents exist within the outer25
dayside magnetosphere. The presence of azimuthal currents is shown to highly influence26
the location of the field aligned currents which emphasizes the importance of the azimuthal27
currents in future Magnetosphere-Ionosphere coupling models. Integrating the divergence28
of the height integrated current densities we find that 1.87 MA R−2J of return current29
density required for system closure is absent.30
1 Introduction31
The existence of a current disk at Jupiter has been well established since the fly-32
bys of the Pioneer probes in the 1970s (T. W. Hill & Michel, 1976; Smith et al., 1974).33
This current disk is a consequence of the strong rotationally driven dynamics that dom-34
inate the Jovian magnetosphere. Unlike at Earth where the current sheet is present only35
in the tail region, Jupiter’s current disk is present throughout all local times. A plasma36
disk is formed from plasma known to originate primarily from the volcanic moon Io, com-37
prising of mostly atomic sulphur and oxygen dissociated from SO2. Iogenic neutrals are38
ejected into the local space environment and ionised. Once ionised, Lorentz forces ac-39
celerate the plasma towards corotation with the planet, (see review by Khurana et al.40
(2004); Thomas, Bagenal, Hill, and Wilson (2004)). Radial diffusion of the centrifugally41
confined plasma via flux-tube interchange events and hot plasma injections produces the42
plasma disk (T. W. Hill & Michel, 1976; Krupp et al., 2004; Mauk, Williams, McEntire,43
Khurana, & Roederer, 1999).44
The magnetic field geometry of Jupiter’s magnetosphere is heavily influenced by45
the presence of the plasma disk and associated current disk. In order to conserve angu-46
lar momentum, plasma flowing radially outwards begins to lag corotation. As a conse-47
quence the frozen-in field is drawn into a bent back configuration. A ~j× ~B force, by means48
of a radial current, is set up to accelerate the plasma back towards corotation (T. Hill,49
1979). The flux tube coupling the lagging magnetosphere plasma to the ionosphere will50
enforce a velocity differential in the ionospheric plasma. Subsequent ion-neutral colli-51
sions in the ionosphere exert a frictional torque, balanced by a ~j× ~B force, transferring52
angular momentum from the planet to the magnetosphere. It is these corotation enforce-53
ment currents which drive the main auroral emission at Jupiter, with the associated elec-54
trons precipitating into the planet’s atmosphere (Cowley & Bunce, 2001; T. W. Hill, 2001;55
Khurana et al., 2004; Ray, Ergun, Delamere, & Bagenal, 2010; Southwood & Kivelson,56
2001). Radial stretching of the intrinsic field occurs again due to a ~j× ~B force associ-57
ated with radial stress balance (Caudal, 1986; Vasyliunas, 1983).58
The three dimensional structure of the current disk is complex and time dependent.59
Arridge, Kane, Sergis, Khurana, and Jackman (2015) provided a review of studies which60
demonstrated asymmetries in the magnetic field configuration, plasma flow and thick-61
ness of the current sheet. The review discussed these complex asymmetries arising due62
to both internal rotational stresses and external solar wind forcing on the system. The63
main auroral emission signifies a steady state coupling between the magnetosphere and64
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the ionosphere, hence understanding the asymmetries in the magnetodisc is fundamen-65
tal to understanding the Magnetosphere-Ionosphere (M-I) coupled system which drives66
this emission (see review by Ray and Ergun (2012)). Certain features in the main emis-67
sion are known to be fixed in local time (LT), such as discontinuities in the emission near68
noon and bright dawn storms (Chane´, Palmaerts, & Radioti, 2018; Gustin et al., 2006;69
Radioti et al., 2008). Ray, Achilleos, Vogt, and Yates (2014) demonstrated such varia-70
tions in these currents by applying a 1D M-I coupling model at 1 hour LT intervals through-71
out the Jovian magnetosphere. They showed that the auroral currents were stronger in72
the dawn sector than the dusk or noon sector by an order of magnitude. The authors73
emphasized that this approach did not consider azimuthal currents or the azimuthal bend-74
back in the magnetic field, and explicitly called their consideration in future studies.75
LT asymmetries have been observed in the UV auroral emissions. Using 1663 FUV76
Hubble space telescope images Bonfond et al. (2015) showed that 93% of southern and77
54% of northern hemispheric images suggested a larger emitted power in the dusk sec-78
tor than the dawn sector. The southern dusk sector was approximately three times brighter79
than its dawn counterpart, while northern sectors displayed a relatively similar bright-80
ness. The authors attributed this difference to magnetic field variations between hemi-81
spheres, arguing also that the southern values are a better representation of the field aligned82
current (FAC) system associated with the main emission as they lack the superimposed83
uncertainty of the northern magnetic anomaly.84
New insights into the Jovian system are being made with the Juno spacecraft, and85
in order to incorporate these findings into M-I coupling models the need to move away86
from symmetric descriptions is apparent. A more complete understanding of the current87
system and associated magnetic field within the magnetodisc has the potential to alle-88
viate the discrepancies between model predictions and observations. Khurana (2001) de-89
termined the radial and azimuthal Height Integrated Current Densities (HICDs) within90
the magnetodisc using all spacecraft magnetometer data available up until May 31st, 200091
in regions where there was a well defined current sheet. Their findings showed clear LT92
asymmetries within the system. The divergence of the currents in the magnetodisc in-93
dicated the presence of Region 2 currents, Khurana (2001) argued this was due to so-94
lar wind forcing on the magnetosphere. From the magnetic field data they were able to95
quantify the extent of field bend back over LTs, which was included in a later current96
sheet geometry model (Khurana & Schwarzl, 2005).97
Khurana (2001) was limited by the lack of data coverage in the dusk and noon sec-98
tor of the magnetosphere. Hence the structure of the radial and azimuthal currents in99
the noon-dusk magnetosphere could not be fully determined. Furthermore, limited in-100
sight into the location and strength of return currents was available. As a consequence101
of this restricted data set simulations have been unable to make comparisons within the102
dayside magnetosphere Walker and Ogino (2003). Now with updated magnetic field and103
current sheet geometry models, and by applying automated processes where previous work104
relied on visual techniques, we build upon this study to provide a full LT coverage of the105
currents within the Jovian magnetodisc.106
In this paper, Section 2 covers the methodology behind extracting the lobe mag-107
netic field values from the magnetometer data, the calculation of the radial and azimuthal108
HICDs, and how we subsequently deduced the location of the FACs. Our results are dis-109
played in Section 3, and discussion of the results, including their implications for the mag-110
netospheric plasma is undertaken in Section 4. We conclude with a summary of our find-111
ings in Section 5.112
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Figure 1. Trajectories of Jovian missions used in this study, projected onto the equatorial
plane with the Sun to the right. Also shown are the Joy et al. (2002) bow shock and magne-






We utilise magnetometer data from all Jovian missions and flybys, up to and in-115
cluding July 28th 2018. Cassini magnetometer data was not included in this study as the116
spacecraft did not traverse the current disk. We adopt the same time resolutions as Khu-117
rana (2001) for comparison and coherence: 1 minute resolutions were used for Pioneer118
10 & 11, Ulysses and Juno, 48 second resolution for Voyager 1 & 2, and 24 second res-119
olution for Galileo Real Time Survey mode. Where finer cadence data was unavailable120
we used 32 minute averages. To preserve similar temporal resolution between spacecraft121
1 minute averaged data was used from Juno. Figure 1 shows an equatorial projection122
of the spacecraft trajectories to encounter Jupiter. We impose a compressed magnetopause123
configuration at 62 RJ from Joy et al. (2002) in our analysis. This is illustrated by the124
solid black lines. Data employed in this study was constrained to regions within the com-125
pressed magnetopause with a fixed stand off distance.126
2.2 Analysing Magnetometer Data130
The observed magnetic field recorded by the spacecraft magnetometers is a sum-131
mation of an internal dynamo field and an external perturbation field. Hence, to ascer-132
tain the magnetic field contribution from the magnetodisc an internal field model must133
be subtracted from the observed magnetometer data. The JRM09 internal field model134
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Connerney et al. (2018) is used in this study. JRM09 is a tenth order spherical harmonic135
expansion of Jupiter’s magnetic field with coefficients derived from Juno perijove data136
(PJ01 through PJ09). Previous models were constructed using data from Pioneer and137
Voyager flybys, and constrained to the Io auroral footprint (Connerney, Acua, Ness, &138
Satoh, 1998; Hess, Bonfond, Zarka, & Grodent, 2011), or had an additional dipole su-139
perimposed to agree with Hubble space telescope observations (Grodent et al., 2008).140
The JRM09 model is the ideal candidate for our study as the model exploits low alti-141
tude measurements of the magnetic field and so contamination by external fields is neg-142
ligible. Stallard et al. (2018) gave evidence supporting an immutable intrinsic field be-143
tween the Galileo era and the Juno era. As most of our data is from this timeframe, we144
apply JRM09 throughout our study.145
Once the internal field is subtracted, the remaining magnetic field is associated with146
the current disk, magnetopause and tail currents. As we limit our study to distances in-147
side a compressed magnetopause boundary Joy et al. (2002), we neglect contributions148
from magnetopause currents in our analysis. We assume this is a good approximation149
as current disk effects dominate in the middle magnetosphere.150
It is crucial to work in a current disk reference frame in order to isolate the mag-151
netic perturbation from the current disk. Our new reference frame is a rotating cylin-152
drical reference frame, centered on the planet with ρ pointing radially outward, locally153
tangential to the current disk surface, z is normal to the current disk, and φ completes154
the right handed system. The angles of rotation are found by determining the normal155













where xH is the hinging distance of the current disk, set to be −47RJ; x and y are157
the Jupiter-Sun-Orbital positions of the spacecraft, where ~x points towards the sun and158
~y points anti-parallel to Jupiter’s orbital velocity; θCS is the tilt angle of the current disk;159
φ is the west longitude of the spacecraft; φ′ is the prime meridian of the current disk,160
and θsun is the angle between the Sun-Jupiter line and the Jovigraphic equator. The model161
incorporates hinging of the current disk due to solar wind forcing and information de-162
lay as a function of radial distance due to wave travel time and field geometry. For fur-163
ther information on this model we refer the reader to Khurana and Schwarzl (2005) and164
Khurana (1992).165
2.3 Calculation of Magnetodisc Currents and their Divergences166
Taking Ampere’s law in cylindrical coordinates and integrating over the current167
disk thickness, the radial and azimuthal HICD, J ′ρ and J
′
φ, may be given as168












where Bρ, Bφ and Bz are the differenced radial, azimuthal and normal field strengths169
in the lobe regions respectively; w is the half thickness of the current disk, assumed to170
be 2.5 RJ to align with other studies (Connerney, 1981; Khurana & Kivelson, 1993). Within171
the current disk, azimuthal variations in Bz are negligible and hence are not considered172
in the determination of the radial HICD.173
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It is important to note that at Jupiter, the lobe region refers to the magnetic field174
in regions above and below the current disk. Varying the current disk half thickness be-175
tween 2 RJ and 10 RJ does not produce a significant difference in the HICDs outside of176
60 RJ. However we find variations in the azimuthal HICD, up to 20% within 50 RJ, and177
a variance of up to 100% localised at 50 RJ. Bz was determined by fitting a polynomial178






ρ3 , bounded between 6RJ and 100 RJ, to the differ-179
enced z component of the magnetic field. Best fits for the coefficients were found to be180
a = −1.825× 102 nT RJ, b = 1.893× 104 nT R2J and c = −8.441× 104 nT R3J.181
Bρ measurements are seen to reverse periodically due to the ∼10.3◦ tilt of the Jo-189
vian dipole with respect to the spin axis (Connerney et al., 2018). Periods where space-190
craft traversed the lobe region are identified by applying an algorithm that retrieved val-191
ues at times where the Bρ component reaches a plateau. Plateaus are defined as regions192
where consecutive values of Bρ do not deviate by more than ±7.5% for a period of 30193
minutes or more. A variation of ±7.5% is applied as this offers a juste milieu by allow-194
ing for small fluctuations in the field whilst ignoring the larger variations associated with195
the traversal of lobes.196
This study adopts the modal value of Bρ, Bφ and Bz measured in the determined197
lobe regions. The mode gives a more accurate value of the lobe field strength, as opposed198
to the mean which is often skewed by the slowly varying field signatures recorded whilst199
still within the current disk. Figure 2 demonstrates how the non-lobe field skews the mean,200
while the modal value lies within a more reasonable estimate of lobe value. For lobes with201
no mode we adopt the median value. The latter half of the Ulysses flyby and intervals202
from the Juno dataset were excluded due to their large deviations from the equatorial203
plane. Data outside of the fixed magnetopause boundary was also excluded. In total 7382204
valid intervals were retrieved, we believe this number to be biased. For example a sharp205
fluctuations in the lobe field will result in two readings being returned, one prior to, and206
one after the fluctuation. Both of these recordings are returned and used in this study.207
Hence the number of true lobes recorded will be less than what were retrieved.208
3 Results209
3.1 Height Integrated Current Density210
The radial and azimuthal HICDs were calculated using the modal values for Bρ,211
Bφ and Bz in the lobe regions. We illustrate this in Figure 3, which shows the radial HICD212
(3a), the azimuthal HICD (3c) and their binned averages (3b and 3d, respectively). For213
the radial HICDs warmer colours indicate outward radial currents, while cooler colours214
indicate planetward radial currents. The azimuthal currents all flow in the direction of215
corotation and are shown using a natural log scale.216
Initially, we see a clear asymmetry in the averaged radial currents. Strong outward217
radial currents dominate the midnight through dawn magnetosphere, while weaker in-218
ward currents exist from noon through dusk region. Within 40 RJ strong outward ra-219
dial currents are present, but weaken at noon. Within distances of 20 RJ, radial currents220
appear to be weaker in the post dusk sector than at other LTs. The azimuthal HICDs,221
shown in figures 3c and 3d, decay with radial distance. The azimuthal HICDs are larger222
in the midnight through dawn sectors than in noon through dusk.223
These asymmetries are better seen in Figure 4, which shows the variation in the224
HICDs over local time at fixed radial distances. Here, data is binned in 5 RJ× 3hr bins,225
centred at 5 RJ intervals. In both the radial and azimuthal HICDs we see local time asym-226
metries begin to develop with radial distance from 15 RJ. For the radial currents, a max-227
ima develops around 6LT with a minima at noon. This minima shifts to around 18UT228
at larger radial distances. The azimuthal currents exhibit a noon-midnight asymmetry.229
Azimuthal currents are weakest in the around noon, and largest at midnight. The az-230
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Figure 2. (Top) The radial component of the differenced field can be seen in grey. The dark
region indicates a single lobe region determined by the algorithm. The algorithm returns consec-
utive magnetic field measurements with less than a 7.5% for a period of more than 30 minutes.
(Bottom) A frequency histogram of the magnetic field strength during the lobe traversal, shown
as a thick black line in the top panel. In both panels dashed grey lines indicate the standard
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Figure 3. HICD from lobe regions determined by algorithm. (a) The height integrated ra-
dial current density. Warmer (cooler) colours indicate outward (inward) flowing radial currents.
These values are binned and averaged in (b). (c) The height integrated azimuthal current density.
Note the log scale on the colour axis. Current flow is in the direction of corotation and again
the values are binned and averaged in (d). Concentric dotted rings are placed at intervals of 20
RJ. 1 hour LT divisions are separated by straight dotted lines. Solid black lines represent the








imuthal currents fall off rapidly with increasing distance, becoming comparable to the231
radial currents further from the planet.232
In order to highlight the variation in radial and azimuthal currents with local time,240
we bin our results in 6hr LT regions, centred on midnight, dawn, dusk, and noon. This241
is shown in Figures 5 and 6 for the radial and azimuthal HICDs, respectively. Black dots242
represent the HICD calculated from lobe values and the red line represents the mean binned243
every 5 RJ. Radial currents are seen to peak around 30 RJ then steadily decrease. The244
azimuthal currents decrease in a 1/ρ fashion. For both the radial and azimuthal com-245
ponents, currents in the noon sector are weaker than the other sectors.246
The errors in Figures 4, 5 and 6 are given by the standard error of the mean, , cal-247
culated as:  = σ√
n
, where σ is the standard deviation of the averaged data, and n is248
the number of data points within the bin. The mean was chosen over the median to rep-249
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resent our results as the associated error was considerably less than the median abso-250
lute error obtained from the median average.251
3.2 Divergence of the Height Integrated Current Density261
Figure 7 shows the divergence of the radial (7a), azimuthal (7b) and perpendicu-
lar (7c) HICD. From current continuity:
∇·J ′ = ∇⊥·J ′⊥ +∇||·J ′|| = 0 (4)
Hence we relate the divergence of our radial and azimuthal components, ∇J ′ρ and262
∇J ′φ to the divergence of the parallel currents. Warmer (cooler) colours indicate current263
being added to (removed from) the denoted component. Radial currents are enhanced264
within the inner middle magnetosphere, whilst depleted through noon and dusk. Azimuthal265
currents are fed in the dusk magnetosphere, and removed at dawn, consistent with the266
analysis of Khurana (2001).267
From current continuity, the perpendicular and parallel divergence must equal 0.268
Therefore, the sum of the radial and azimuthal current divergence can be used to reveal269
the location of upward and downward FACs, where again warmer (cooler) colours indi-270
cate upward (downward) FACs. Our deduced FAC locations agree with those from Khu-271
rana (2001), however there is now complete coverage in the dusk and noon sector due272
to the additional data.273
4 Discussion279
We identify 7382 traversals using data spanning nearly 5 decades. Over this time,280
the solar wind conditions at Jupiter would have varied widely. Though the orientation281
of the interplanetary magnetic field has little effect on asymmetries in the system, the282
dynamic pressure of the solar wind does (Cowley & Bunce, 2001). For example, a com-283
pression of the magnetosphere due to an increase in solar wind dynamic pressure forces284
plasma radially inward. This increases its angular velocity and consequently decreases285
the corotation enforcement currents, altering the magnetic field geometry. By binning286
and averaging over all data available we do not consider temporal fluctuations, such as287
those associated with variations in the solar wind dynamic pressure or perturbations in288
the current disk. Therefore, this analysis presents an average view of Jupiter’s current289
disk where the variance in the data, captured in our error analysis, reflects some of these290
natural fluctuations.291
The radial currents in Figures 3a and 3b are associated with corotation enforce-292
ment. Outward radial currents act to accelerate plasma towards corotation, whilst in-293
ward radial currents decelerate the plasma. Peaks occurring around 30 RJ in Figure 5294
are consistent with the location of corotation breakdown inferred from auroral observa-295
tions and numerous models Clarke et al. (2004); Nichols and Cowley (2004); Ray et al.296
(2010); Ray, Ergun, Delamere, and Bagenal (2012). Azimuthal currents in Figure 6c and297
6d are associated with the ~j× ~B forces acting to balance radial stresses. The presence298
of weaker radial and azimuthal currents at noon is in part due to the influence of solar299
wind on the Jovian magnetosphere. As plasma rotates through dawn into the dayside300
magnetosphere, it is constrained by the magnetopause and forced closer to the planet.301
As a consequence its velocity increases and ~j× ~B force required to keep the plasma in302
corotation is decreased (Chane´, Saur, Keppens, & Poedts, 2017; Kivelson & Southwood,303
2005; Walker & Ogino, 2003). Additionally, the solar wind dynamic pressure acts to bal-304
ance the outward radial stresses and so weaker azimuthal currents are present in the day-305
side magnetosphere.306
Asymmetries are prevalent throughout the magnetosphere, demonstrating the the307
influence of the solar wind on the Jovian system. While these are strongest in the middle-308
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Figure 4. The mean radial (left) and azimuthal (right) HICD over all LTs, averaged in radial
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Figure 5. The radial HICD shown against radial distance from the planet binned in LT sec-
tors. HICDs from lobe traversals are represented by black dots. The red line is the mean of the
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Figure 6. The azimuthal HICD shown against radial distance from the planet binned in LT
sectors. HICDs from lobe traversals are represented as black dots. The red line is the mean of











































Figure 7. The divergence of the HICD for the (a) radial (b) azimuthal and (c) perpendicular
components, in a similar format to Figure 3. The divergence of the perpendicular components is
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Figure 8. A comparison of the radial and azimuthal divergences. Red regions denote where
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to-outer magnetosphere, the inner magnetosphere is also affected. At 20 RJ, the night-309
side radial and azimuthal currents exceed the dayside by ∼30% as shown in Figures 5310
and 6. The asymmetries increase with radial distance. Outside 40 RJ the dawn-dusk asym-311
metry in the HICD is stark. Strong outward currents in the dawn sector transition into312
inward currents through noon into the dusk sector. These currents act to accelerate plasma313
through dawn into the dayside magnetosphere and decelerate it through the noon to post-314
dusk sector. Radial currents in the dawn sector have little variation with radial distance,315
but decrease steadily in the other three LT sectors, with the noon and dusk currents falling316
off more rapidly than the night sector. It should be noted that around 50 RJ the cur-317
rents are highly dependent on the choice of current disk thickness, and so our results may318
vary by ±100%.319
The development of LT asymmetries is highlighted in Figure 4. Transitioning from320
smaller to larger radial distances, we see a fairly uniform radial HICD, growing increas-321
ingly with respect to ρ. The weakest radial currents are observed between 12:00 - 18:00,322
agreeing with findings by Ray et al. (2014), who showed a region of weaker current den-323
sity in the post noon sector. Azimuthal currents are seen to fall off with distance. As324
in Khurana (2001), a peak begins to develop in the radial and azimuthal HICD around325
06:00LT and 00:00LT respectively, but now we see the weakest currents are present at326
noon. A similar development has also been reported at Saturn by Martin and Arridge327
(2019) where a minimum occurs in the HICD through the noon-dusk sector.328
The asymmetries determined in the HICDs are consistent with those observed in329
other datasets. Variations in the plasma flow velocity have been observed in Galileo en-330
ergetic particle data by Krupp et al. (2001). They showed pronounced LT asymmetry331
in plasma velocities within 50 RJ, with dawn-noon velocities being greater than noon-332
dusk velocities. However, plasma data is limited outside 50 RJ in the dusk sector. Within333
the inner-to-middle magnetosphere, plasma flows derived by Bagenal, Wilson, Siler, Pa-334
terson, and Kurth (2016) were slightly larger in the dawn sector than the dusk sector,335
however their study only extended to 30 RJ. Results by Bunce and Cowley (2001a) showed336
that the current disk field falls off more rapidly in the dayside than at similar distances337
in the nightside.338
Walker and Ogino (2003) applied a global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model339
to investigate the influence of the solar wind on the structure of currents within the Jo-340
vian magnetosphere. In their study they compared their simulated currents with the find-341
ings of Khurana (2001), however a system-wide comparison could not be made as a re-342
sult of limited Galileo orbiter data. Our study has now revealed the structure of currents343
within these regions. Though the simulated current densities are overall much weaker344
than our observed HICDs, the asymmetries present in the simulation are in qualitative345
agreement with these observations. Outward radial currents are predicted in the pre-noon346
sector, and inward radial currents in the post-noon sector. This is consistent with the347
observations of a transition from outward to inward radial currents within the noon mag-348
netosphere. However the inward radial currents predicted in the midnight sector are not349
present in this study. Similarly, using a 3D global MHD simulation, Chane´ et al. (2018)350
investigated the cause of localised peaks in auroral emissions. They showed flux tubes351
being accelerated through dawn into noon before decelerating and moving in towards352
the planet. The presence of strong outward radial currents within the dawn sector in our353
results agree with the results from this simulation.354
Examining the divergences of the perpendicular currents, Figure 7a illustrates pos-355
itive radial divergences present throughout all LTs within 30 RJ and up to 70 RJ in the356
dawn sector suggesting an increasing radial current, whilst current is being removed within357
the post-noon to dusk side magnetosphere. For the azimuthal component in 7b, we find358
the same dawn-dusk asymmetry reported by Khurana (2001), indicating an azimuthal359
current loss in the dawn magnetosphere and a gain in the dusk sector. A strong down-360
ward current region can be seen in the dayside magnetosphere. It is possible that this361
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could be related to the auroral discontinuity observed by Radioti et al. (2008), however362
we have not mapped the signature to confirm this. Radial HICDs play a key role in de-363
termining the location of the FACs. As can be seen in Figure 7, the divergence of per-364
pendicular currents are largely similar to the divergence of radial currents, with some365
variation in the inner regions due to a strong azimuthal divergence in the currents. This366
highlights the importance of considering both radial and azimuthal currents when de-367
scribing the MI coupling system responsible for Jupiter’s auroral emissions.368
A prominent feature in the tail region is an alternation between positive and neg-369
ative divergences in the radial component, and subsequently the perpendicular current370
divergence. This affect, referred to as “striping” by Martin and Arridge (2019), is an ar-371
tifact of the differencing method. Small variations between adjacent bins, containing low372
counts, result in the appearance of a larger divergence. This feature is more pronounced373
in the radial divergence due to the smaller magnitude values. We find this affect can be374
mitigated by increasing the bin size to encompass more data points with the drawback375
of decreased resolution, or by bootstrapping data within the bins. Our bin choice pro-376
duced an agreeable trade off between the conservation of fine structures and minimiz-377
ing the striping effect.378
Figure 8 presents a comparison of the radial and azimuthal divergences. Regions379
where the divergence of the azimuthal (radial) currents are greater than the radial (az-380
imuthal) currents are coloured red (white). In white regions the divergence of perpen-381
dicular currents is determined largely by the radial currents. In all LT sectors, with the382
exception of the pre dawn sector, the divergence of the azimuthal currents influences the383
presence of FACs to a similar degree as the divergence of the radial currents. When uti-384
lizing M-I coupling models to describe the Jovian current system, it is therefore impor-385
tant to consider not only the effect on FACs by the azimuthal currents, but also the ef-386
fect of LT asymmetries in determining their location and magnitude. Prevailing discrep-387
ancies between 1D M-I coupling models and observations could be a consequence of ne-388
glecting the effects of azimuthal currents in the Jovian system. Future M-I coupling mod-389
els should strive to amalgamate both the influence of radial and azimuthal currents in390
order to obtain a more realistic description of the system. This could be done through391
an empirical description of the HICDs, however we leave this for future work. At Sat-392
urn, the divergence of radial currents is much smaller in magnitude than the divergence393
of azimuthal currents. As such, the divergence of azimuthal currents largely determines394
the location of the FACs at Saturn Martin and Arridge (2019) and should be strongly395
considered.396
We note that upward FACs dominate the inner (40 RJ) region of the magnetodisc,397
however there are much stronger positive divergences between 16:30LT and 01:30LT, and398
weaker, sometimes negative divergences at approximately 07:30LT – 13:30LT. Radioti399
et al. (2008) suggested that these return currents within the dayside magnetosphere would400
correspond to discontinuities observed in the main auroral emission. The strong upward401
FACs found in the dawn sector could be attributed to the shearing motion of flux tubes402
described by the Chane´ et al. (2018) simulation. As this is a common feature, we would403
expect it to appear in our time averaged results and would act to enhance FACs in the404
region. Again predictions made by Walker and Ogino (2003) are consistent with our find-405
ings. In the Khurana (2001) study, return FACs were not identified in the dusk-noon re-406
gion due to the lack of available magnetometer data. With the increased coverage used407
in this study we are able to reveal evidence of current closure in outer dusk-noon mag-408
netosphere, radially adjacent to regions of strong upward FACs.409
By summing over the divergence of the perpendicular currents throughout the sys-410
tem, an overall positive divergence of 1.87 MA R−2J is calculated. As current continu-411
ity must be maintained, the missing return currents must exist in the unmapped regions412
of the system i.e. dayside and magnetopause regions. This value assumes that the ef-413
fect of magnetopause currents is negligible in the current disk. As mentioned previously,414
–15–
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by working within the boundary of a compressed magnetosphere, we begin to limit the415
influence of these currents on our results. Furthermore, the magnetopause currents are416
external to the currentdisk region and take the form of a Laplacian field inside the mag-417
netosphere. For a Laplacian field the two terms of Eq 3. exactly cancel, providing no con-418
tribution to the local azimuthal currents. Variations in the current disk thickness would419
influence the strength of the azimuthal currents and alter this value. This demonstrates420
the need for a description of the spatial variation of current disk thickness which could421
help to provide a more accurate representation of the azimuthal currents within 50 RJ.422
This would further constrain the contribution of azimuthal currents to the location and423
magnitude of FACs.424
5 Summary425
We have presented an analysis of the current structure within the Jovian magne-426
todisc using all magnetometer data available until 28th July 2018. We build upon pre-427
vious work by Khurana (2001) using the latest internal field model, current disk geom-428
etry model, and an automated lobe finding process. In doing so we are able to provide429
a high resolution, full LT coverage of the radial and azimuthal HICDs in the Jovian cur-430
rent disk. Our conclusions are as follows:431
1. Asymmetries in both radial and azimuthal HICDs exist within the inner portion432
of the middle magnetosphere, some manifesting within 20 RJ.433
2. Both radial and azimuthal currents are weakest in the dayside magnetosphere.434
3. Azimuthal currents are shown to play a key role in determining the location of FACs.435
4. By summing over all known perpendicular divergences a net positive divergence436
of 1.87 MA R−2J is found. We postulate this to be balanced along the magnetopause437
and/or in the tail region.438
We therefore suggest that future M-I coupling models should take into account not439
only the presence of radial currents but also azimuthal currents, and the asymmetries440
found in both. Furthermore, when utilizing and constructing models of the current disk,441
it is paramount that the asymmetries be taken into consideration. Future work aims to442
produce an empirical description of these asymmetries, such that they can be readily in-443
tegrated into M-I coupling models, as well as producing a full spatial description of the444
variation in current disk thickness.445
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